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Abstract: The objective of this study was to come across the aspects of computerized simulations in Chemistry and 

Biology courses. At the commencement of computer simulations in the science education, the outcomes demonstrated 

some positive results however at times the applications of some simulations gave not noteworthy changes than 

conventional instructional techniques. Afterward, with the development of simulations in Chemistry and Biology, some 

of insufficiencies have been overcome particularly by approach of the multimedia software and Internet applications. 

In the consequence, in Chemistry and Biology subjects simulations support the students to visualize scientific concepts 

and change erroneous belief, to do several scientific experiments almost in real taste without difficulty, and to have 

more affirmative approach toward science. 
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I. INTRODUCTON 

When computers were invented, maybe no one could dream 

up about the future and applications of computers. Due to 

the use of computers in every aspect of our lives societies 

appear to show a change from industrial society to 

information society. The instructional technology could be 

so essential yet additionally costly, such as technical 

hardware and software packages employed in classroom for 

effective education. An attempt has been made to study 

various sorts of computer usages in chemistry and biology, 

such as, computer simulations, computer-assisted 

instructions, and the Internet. That is the reason, the aim of 

the study is to explore the distinctive aspects of 

computerized simulations, computer assisted instruction and 

the Internet in chemistry and biology. For education, the 

term technology implies educational or instructional 

technology developments that can be apply in classrooms to 

upgrade learning and teaching environment. Likewise, the 

fundamental reason for innovation referring to equipments 

or hardware is to make simple the subject in the classrooms. 

Furthermore, the results of advances rely upon the different 

machine designed. Though, these scientific advances may be 

combined in the classroom in different manner, for instance; 

computer assisted instruction (CAI), simulations, 

recreations, multimedia, and communication networks (e-

mail, internet, World Wide Web) [1].  

Various terminologies can be used for Computer 

Assisted Instruction (CAI), for example, interactive video 

disk, intelligent computer assisted instruction, and 

Multimedia [2]. Every so often, Computer Assisted 

Instruction can be categorized into two sections, lecture and 

simulations. CAI was intended to meet some teaching 

subjects that are essential exercise and practice. The major 

benefit of this technology supplies the student an immediate 

feedback and supports from a computer. Recently, this sort 

of instructions has made such a dynamic development that 

the student can interactively use the software to help the 

realization of science education. Conversely, there are few 

disadvantages of CAI that students can be exhausted easily. 

CAI enables students to do laboratory experiments precisely 

in a short time [3]. Simulations are not quite the same as 

CAI. Simulation provides a situation that cannot be 

experienced to an apprentice [4]. In addition, some 

laboratory experiments are very expensive or take too much 

time, and may be hazardous for students [5]. Furthermore, 

according to [4], simulation persuades students to 

comprehend a situation easily and can introduce dynamic 

illustrations to complex derivations. In science laboratories, 

natural happenings could be simulated as original by using 

simulations. Though, computer simulations are not 

completely a superior instructional means than other 

instructional tools, they are more dynamic and feasible 

instruction approaches [6]. 

Another major development in computer applications in 

science courses and in addition other courses is to use the 

Internet. In particular, receiving and sending information 

from one computer to another computer change the world to 

a huge library or knowledge bank. Now, a number of 

simulation and new computer programs can be used through 

Internet browsers. So, use of the Internet in classrooms can 

be designated as a computer assisted instruction or 

simulation. Computers are being used for many objectives in 

science. One of the key reasons to use computers is to 

advance or upgrade teaching in classroom. At this point, 

various questions arise, such as how computers work in 

teaching, what is role of computer, how they can be 
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incorporated to a classroom, and what are the different 

aspects of using computers. In Chemistry and Biology 

teaching, the uses of computers have continually expanded 

since the last few years. In general, the use of computers in 

chemistry and biology education should be placed to three 

categories, namely Simulations, World Wide Web (WWW), 

and Computer Assisted Instructions (CAI). Computer 

simulations usually involve an example, case, experiment 

occurring in computer environment like real one by channel 

of multi-media applications. 

II. THE NEEDS OF SIMULATION 

Computers can be used in science as teaching 

educational devices [7]. Computers have several abilities to 

improve chemistry or biology teaching. Conventionally, 

computers are being used in researches for data collection, 

literature review, experimental planning, and data analysis. 

These tasks are very frequent in many chemistry and biology 

laboratories. Though, simulations are vital for formulating 

and, improving the theoretical concepts that scientist and 

teachers use in their research and teaching. In addition, there 

are several grounds to use computer simulation in chemistry 

and biology classrooms. According to Hilbish and Goodwin- 

"Computer simulations, unlike artificial examples, are not 

limited to real time but may be used to simulate selection 

over hundreds or thousands of generations” [8]. 

There are some threats in chemistry and biology 

laboratories that students come across due to hazardous 

chemicals. In addition, some of lab experiments are pricey 

and excessive time consuming for laboratory use. In this 

situation, quality computer simulations can reduce these 

risks. Friedler, Merin and Tamir also reported that 

sometimes there are limitations within the laboratory, for 

example, inadequate equipment, price of chemicals, and 

handing living organisms [9]. Experiments of Microbiology 

cannot be attained in relatively short time slot available in 

the laboratories. Integrating computerized simulations can 

resolve these issues in biology teaching or labs. Likewise, 

Lewis, Stern, and Linn studied for uses of computer 

simulations to teach thermodynamics [10]. There are many 

reports show the viability of computer simulations in science 

teaching. As revealed by Faryniarz and Lockwood- 

“Simulations can help to get better science experiment skills 

by enact learning, provide situations and techniques that are 

unsafe, are costly, are generally inaccessible, require too 

much or too little time to measure manually, are usually 

frustration due to complicate techniques” [11]. In 

conclusion, computer simulations with developed 

technologies and designs can take place in chemistry and 

biology classrooms. 

III. EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPUTER 

SIMULATIONS 

Generally, science laboratories having exercises such as 

observing, measuring, inferring, predicting, recording data, 

interpreting data, designing experiments, and extract 

conclusions. As reported by Geban, Askar, and Ozkan, 

computerized simulation in science laboratories has diverse 

advantages from traditional styles [7]. Moreover, 

computerized simulations enable students to appropriately 

solve problems associated with the experiments in a linear 

arrangement. An additional advantage of computer 

simulated experiments is that learners deal with data in a 

controlled manner. The data can be obtained and stored 

directly by computer. Simultaneously, variables can be 

changed easily. These outcomes steer students to understand 

scientific concepts in much easier way than conventional 

models. They can retrace experiment but in conventional 

method this is not possible [11, 12]. Besides, Simmons and 

Lunetta found that learning environments that involve 

proper computer based tutoring activities could accelerate 

the formulations and expansions of science concepts as well 

as critical thinking aptitudes and capacities in students [13]. 

Many laboratory experiments take time and cost and 

during some experiments, students need to wait the results 

of experiment. Computer simulations are very effective in 

this type of situations. Generally a computer-simulated 

experiment takes half an hour but hands-on experiment took 

one to two hours to complete. Though, simulation provides 

students to understand the concepts and complete 

experiments with great speed and ease. Remaining time can 

be used to interpret data, and draw graphs. While students 

do experiments with help of computer, they can get prompt 

feedback. Students using computer simulations have open 

doors for strengthened practice without having teacher 

investing additional time to prepare supportive materials. 

Conversely, Strauss and Kinzie do not found any significant 

difference between students using computer simulations and 

students doing hands-on experiments [5]. 

There are no differences of out-come learning between 

girls and boys after computer simulations. This shows 

computer simulations in science courses can reduce the 

gender differences [9]. Regarding gender differences, 

another noteworthy finding is that there is no considerable 

difference between boys and girls in the event that they use 

computer simulations in the laboratory. On the other hand, 

in hands-on experiments, boys gain more understanding than 

girls do [14]. It is feasible to explain new topics using 

computerized simulations and the computer offers options to 

adjust different levels of activities and allows each student to 

work at his/her own pace [9]. Additionally, Friedler, Merin, 

and Tamir reported that even teaching with computers, the 

teacher still has a key role in the classrooms [9]. According 

to Fifeld and Preifer, using computer simulations and 

multimedia can improve lecture delivery. It was reported 

that, attitudes toward computerized technologies as well as 

science experiments were positively changed when students 

and teachers use computer simulations [15]. In addition, it 

make easier to learn effectively many scientific concepts in 

chemistry and biology [7].  
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IV. DISADVANTAGES OF COMPUTER 

SIMULATIONS 

With positive outcomes to science classroom and labs, 

computerized simulations may cause few problems. One of 

the issues is that to use computer simulations both students 

and teachers ought to trust in the adequacy of computer 

usage, but some of teachers and students seem to be hesitant 

to use this technology [16]. Usually, chemistry and biology 

teachers predominantly rely on textbooks and other 

supplementary materials. In addition, some of students and 

teachers do not have enough knowledge how computer 

simulations can be applied effectively. So, they required 

computer usage background [7]. It cannot be assumed that in 

the computer era every student can work with the computer. 

They should be encouraged how to do so [9]. 

An additional issue with computer simulation applications is 

that students cannot feel the real hands-on experiments 

experience, particularly in laboratories. This is well known 

that if student’s sensory organs, such as hearing, seeing, and 

touching, take part in learning process, learning achievement 

of student ought to be greatly improved than any other type 

of teaching. Conversely, computer simulations cannot give 

feelings of touching. In this manner, computer simulations 

are by one means or another apparent impersonal [5]. 

Another issue in computer simulations is the fitness of the 

student in this typical learning environment. Some 

simulation programs are lacking well preparation and due to 

that sometimes students cannot understand how to use the 

simulations. Sometimes simulation programs may not fit the 

mental age of students [13, 17]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Education is one of the major issues of present world and 

eminent goal of countries is to attain and sustain the level of 

information. Now, computerized instructional technology is 

extensively began to be used in education in the developing 

countries also because of advancements of computer 

technology and the reducing costs. Typically, these 

computerized instructional technologies are applied in 

chemistry and biology learning. Main reasons for these 

applications in science education are that most of the 

students have an issue to understand scientific concepts, 

negative attitudes towards science and imperfect science 

laboratories. 

There are many aspects of using computerized 

instructional technologies in chemistry and biology tutoring, 

such as Computer Assisted Instruction, Simulation, 

Animation, Multimedia Applications, and Internet. 

Simulations help students to understand the concepts, 

eradicate misconceptions, and to develop positive attitudes 

toward science. Conversely, Strauss & Kinzie, and 

Duhrkopf stated that students’ achievements in science 

courses were not drastically changed by means of 

simulations [5, 16]. These sorts of results appear to detract 

from simulations in early years. Conversely, later updated 

and advanced software and hardware overcome many of 

these deficiencies by extensively use of Internet and 

multimedia. In the outcome, simulations in chemistry and 

biology teaching assist to make learning environs and 

students easily to do some laboratory experiments very 

nearly to real, to understand scientific concepts and to have 

more positive attitudes toward science subjects. 
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